Creating the Future of the Countryside : The European Estate
Edited by Carlos Otero

The book “Creating the Future of the Countryside“, focuses on
rural businesses for biodiversity. This recent publication depicts
sixty-one estates, active in various sectors such as agriculture,
forestry, tourism, food supply chain and extractive industry, but all
of them involved in biodiversity conservation. These businesses
stand as model representatives of new solution and innovative
techniques favourable to biodiversity. Land managers explain on
more than 750 pages how they decided to move towards a perfect
balance between modern business and biodiversity protection.
Each chapter is accompanied by maps, graphics, pictures,
historical overview, list of species and habitats, geographical data
and detailed explanation of various techniques of sustainable
biodiversity management such as field margins, sustainable
harvest, habitat protection, creation of areas for nesting and bird
surveys.

REQUEST FORM
You also have the possibility to pick up the book at the office of ELO.
The book is available in English and French. Please choose the language of the book and fill in this form (in capital letters)
and send it by fax, e-mail, or by post to ELO (see addresses and phone numbers below).
I would like to take…. Book(s) of the Countryside at the price of 100 euro each:…….+ postage fees : 30 euro each
I order:
 Creating the future of the Countryside
EN  FR  for 100€ + 30€ postage fees x …… books TOTAL:………..€
 Europe’s Natural and Cultural Heritage EN  for 45€ x …..books TOTAL…………€
TOTAL PRICE:………………………………………………………………………………………..
NAME:…………………………………………………………………………………………………
ADDRESS:……….…………………………………………………………………………………….
ZIP CODE:………..………………………………………… CITY :…………………………………..
COUNTRY……………………………TEL.:………………………FAX.:……………..……..………
EMAIL :…………….…………………………………………………………………………………..
As soon as we got the payment, the book will be send.
PAYMENT BY
Bank transfer to ELO :
√ Fortis Bank IBAN BE-59 2350 4026 6126 BIC GEBABE-BB
√ Fortis Bank 2355-0402661-26 (Belgium only)
Mentioning the reference: « Countryside book » + ….. Number of subscriptions + your name

Buy Creating the future of Countryside and obtain the previous book (Europe’s natural and cultural heritage)
for only
45 euro (postages fees included)!
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